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ventional relatively high pressure pump system,

Our invention relates to pumps, and will be
discussed more particularly in connection with
pumps of the injector type.
In pump systems of the injector type employed
for pumping water from wells and the like, the

in the direction of lower pressures.
Additional objects of Our invention will be
brought out in the following description of the

same, taken in conjunction with the accompany

ing drawings, wherein

injector assembly is customarily located in the

Figure 1 is a conventionalized sectional view

well bore, and in the case of a deep well, the

of a pump system embodying our invention, said

assembly may be positioned a substantial dis

tance below the pump unit, which is located usu
ally at ground level. In such cases a considerable
lift is involved in bringing the water to within
the influence of the pump unit. To assure effi

10

View being split and displaced to conserve space
On the drawing and permit of a showing on a
larger scale;
Figure 2 is an enlarged portion of the conven
tionalized section view of Figure 1;

cient functioning of the injector assembly, under

Such conditions, a portion of the pump output
Figure 3 is a sectional view taken along the
must be by-passed to the nozzle of the injector 15 line 3-3 of Figure 1, and partly broken away to
assembly at high pressure, thereby necessitating
expose underlying structure;
the designing of a pump unit for high pressure
Figure 4 is a curve graph depicting operating
discharge. Consequently, in a conventional pump
characteristics of Our improved pump unit and
System.
System of the above character, designed for deep

well operation, the total output of the pump
must be brought to a pressure determined pri
marily by the pressure requirements of the in
jector assembly. Only that portion of the output
necessary for operation of the injector assembly
is by-passed down the pressure line to the injec

tornozzle, while the remainder is discharged from
ally, such discharge is directed into a pressure

20

it is not necessarily limited to the particular struc
25

the pump unit, for use by the consumer. . Usu

tank, where it is retained under pressure in read
The output pressure thus determined by the
pressure requirements of the injector assembly
is often much higher than what is customarily
required for a pressure system, or for pumping
directly into an overhead tank, as is sometimes
the case. At such high pressures, the capacity
output is necessarily limited, thus rendering such
Systems unsuited for low pressure uses, as for
ineSS for subsequent use as desired.

(1) To provide a novel and improved deep

well pump System, capable of discharging at low

pressure;

ture of the patent referred to.

The pump System may be conveniently divided
into two portions, that portion 5. located in the
Well casing 6 below ground level, and the pump

unit 7 located above ground. The portion below

30 ground and located in the Well casing, is con- .

ventional structure and is not a part of the pres
ent invention, except in so far as it comprises an
element of a new combination when considered
35

in connection with the pump unit 7 above ground.
Such apparatus comprises a foot valve f l dis
posed below the liquid level in the Well, and form

ing the lower terminal of the Suction line 3

which leads upward to the pump unit 7. Con
nected into the Suction line is the injector unit

irrigation purposes, where large capacity output
is of primary consideration.
Among the objects of our invention are

For purposes of description, the invention is

shown adapted to a pump System of the type
forming the Subject matter of the patent to
Jacuzzi, No. 2,150,799, of March 14, 1939, although

40

assembly 5 comprising a venturi 7 and a nozzle

9. As is conventional, the venturi is disposed to

receive water from both the well and the dis
charge end of the nozzle, the nozzle i 9 being pro

vided with a separate input passage 2 connecting

(2) To provide a novel and improved deep well 45 to the pressure line 23, which in turn extends
pump System having a selective low pressure or upwardly for connection to the pump unit.
high pressure discharge;
The pump unit which, in a conventional sys
(3) To provide an improved pump unit of tem, may straddle the upper end of the well cas
6, or as in some installations, may be located
increased output capacity for a given energy in 50 ing
off to one side, comprises in the present instance,
put;
a plurality of impeller stages 25 stacked one upon
(4) To provide a novel and improved pump the
other for operation in series, and secured
System of the injector type adapted for deep well together
by a plurality of casing bolts 26. Each
Operation and capable of providing a discharge stage
comprises a generally cylindrical casing
at low pressures;
55 Section 27 provided with an offset 29, having an
(5) To provide an improved pump system
end wall 3 with a central opening 33. Housed
adapted to be readily converted from high pres within
each casing section is an impeller unit 35
sure discharge to low pressure discharge to satisfy of the centrifugal
type. All such impeller units
demand requirements of varying character;
are
affixed
to
a
common
impeller shaft 3i, extend
(6) To extend the pressure range of a con 60 ing longitudinally through
the casing 39 formed
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angle greater than that angle normally subtend discharge on the pump system characteristics,
ed by the spout. This change in spider structure

5

serves to expose the low pressure spout to the
output from a plurality of the Venturi discharge
openings 55 to one side of the spout, instead of
confining it to the discharge from one such Open

ing as would previously be the case; and the abil
ity of the spider to fulfill the requirements of
the subsequent stages is not thereby impaired.
Like with the high pressure end of the pump
unit, the low pressure spout 75 may carry a pres
sure gauge 79, and discharge either openly or
through a pipe 8. A control valve 83, in either
case, may be provided to fix the low pressure
range,
With an intermediate stage designed along the

0

5

however, that the curve 'A' has a sharp cut-off

lines described, the subsequent stages in the se

ries may be formed on a smaller scale, or, as ill
lustrated in Figures 1 and 2, the passages there
through may preferably be restricted in cross
section. By this change in relationship, an ap
preciable increase in efficiency of operation may
be effected.
Although the conventional high pressure dis
charge spout 57 may be actually eliminated under
the circumstances, such as by casting the section

at 45 lbs./sq. in. This occurs at the pressure

value, where the injector unit S can no longer

function, and the pump ceases to operate. The

20

25

of the last stage without such a spout, We prefer
to retain the same, for in many installations,

water at a wide range of pressures may be very

desirable, and in the event the high pressure dis
charge is not needed, it may be shut off by the
valve 59 or suitably plugged with a closure.
The invention is not limited to pumps of the
deep well type, where the discharge pressure is

30

so often far in excess of that required by the
consumer, but may be adapted to pump systems
of lower pressure characteristics. Thus, for ex
ample, where the pressure requirements of the

35

injector unit may approximate the pressure de
sired in the tank of a pressure system, which may
be of the order of 20 to 40 lbs., the discharge
spout 57 of the last stage will be connected to
the pressure tank 53 in the customary manner,
and a specially designed intermediate Stage in
cluding a discharge spout 75 may be utilized for
irrigation purposes, where the volume require

smaller capacity per stage.

constitutes the lower limit of operation of the

conventional pump system, and such pressure
may still be Well above the pressures one may
ordinarily desire. In our improved system, a
corresponding discharge characteristic at a low
pressure Spout, when connected in the first stage .
of a pump unit, for example, will look like curve

"B.' Under these conditions, the injector as
sembly 5 will function regardless of valve ad
justments at the low pressure spout 75, by rea

son of the positive feed of water to the subse

value of operating pressure in the system, which
is now limited only by the full open discharge
of the particular stage which carries the Spout 75.

It will be apparent from this, therefore, that by

operating along the curve "B,' not only can the
from approximately the region of the cut-off
pressure of the conventional system, to a value
approaching Zero, but in So doing, the output of
the system can at the same time be increased to
pressure range of the pump system be extended

40

the extent of practically doubling the same. A
large output at practically no pressure is ideal
for irrigation purposes, whereby it will be appre

ciated that the utility of the pump system has
gions of operation formerly delegated to pump

been expanded by our invention to embrace re
50

In installations embodying a discharge spout,
both in the last stage of the Series, and at an
intermediate stage, the desired pressure range

of the pump unit may be selected at Will, merely

by manipulating the control valve in each of the
discharge lines until proper adjustment has been
realized, and then leaving them undisturbed
thereafter. These valves, thereby, determine the
lowest pressure at which either discharge spout
may deliver, and the maximum rate of discharge
which may be drawn therethrough. The actual
volume of pump delivery will be determined by
the consumer when he manipulates one or more
of the many taps or spigots customarily connect

pressure value at which cut-off occurs, therefore,

quent stages in the series. Consequently, the
injector 5 no longer determines the minimum

ment is large and the pressure requirement is
practically nil. A higher efficiency arrangement
under the circumstances, is obtained by making
the stages beyond the low pressure Spout of

is indicated in a rather striking manner, by the
pressure-volume characteristic curves of a pump
system embodying our invention. The curve 'A'
is representative of the variation in volume out
put with a lowering of discharge pressure in a
conventional System, which in the pump system
described, would be approximated with the valve
83 completely closed. Zero output at maximum
pressure, namely 90 lbs./sq. in. in the particular
System under consideration, represents the con
dition when the discharge valve 59 is closed tight.
As this valve is opened, the pressure as read on
the gauge 6, drops and the output will increase
in accordance with the curve. It will be noted,

systems of different types entirely, whose inher
ent characteristics ideally adapted them for op
eration within such regions only. Thus, our im
proved system may be looked upon as a wide
range System of many applications.
In using the term 'intermediate' with refer

60

ence to the low pressure discharge stage, we in
tend thereby to include any such stage up to but
exclusive of the last stage. Therefore, the “in
termediate' stage in accordance with the broad
meaning given to the term, may even constitute
the initial stage in the series.
Where no pressure system is tied in with the
pump unit, starting and stopping of the pump
operation may be effected manually as by the

throwing of a switch if motor driven, or by the
ed into such a System at conveniently located
cranking of an engine if driven by a gas engine
outlets.
or the like. In installations, however, embodying
In accordance with conventional practice, the
a pressure System, such pressure System custom
valve 59 is customarily set at the lowest pressure
arily includes an automatic switch for controlling
value which will still permit operation of the in 70 the starting and stopping of the pump operation.
jector. The control valve 83 is not thusly lim
In this connection, it is of interest to note that
ited as to adjustment as will be subsequently without making any changes in the pressure sys
pointed out, and may preferably be left off al tem set-up, the automatic switch will also func
together.
tion to start the pump in response to opening
The general effect of the intermediate stage 75 of the petcock Or Spigot which controls the flow
65
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7
from the low pressure irrigation discharge stage. minishing either the volume or pressure of the
liquid to a degree suficient to cause
While we have described one embodiment of by-passed
cessation of pump operation.
our invention in considerable detail, the principles
6. A pump system including, a pump unit com
thereof are applicable to structures of other types, prising
a plurality of impeller stages arranged in
without departing from the broad Scope of Our series,
each stage having a passage connecting
invention. We accordingly do not desire to be

with a corresponding passage in each of the other
stages to form a by-pass around said stages, a
discharge spout extending from the terminal stage

limited in our protection to the specific structure

described and illustrated by us, except as may be
necessitated by the prior art and the appended

O

clains.
We claim: .

h

leading to the input of said pump unit; an in
jector assembly comprising a venturi and nozzle,

1. A pump system comprising, a pump assen
bly including a plurality of stages and having an
input opening and a discharge Outlet; a suction

line leading to said input opening; an injector

assembly including a nozzle and a venturi, con
nected in said suction line; means within one of
said stages for dividing the input to said assembly
between said discharge outlet and a subsequent
stage, and means for directing fluid from Said
subsequent stage to said nozzle.
2. A pump system comprising, a pump assen

s

920

bly including a plurality of stages and having an
input opening and a discharge outlet; a suction

line leading to said input opening; an injector as
sembly including a nozzle and a venturi, con
nected in said suction line; means within Said
assembly for dividing the input to said pump as
sembly between said discharge outlet and said
injector nozzle to assure an operating Supply to
said injector assembly; and means for Subse
quently increasing the pressure of the nozzle
supply by an amount equal to at least the pres
sure developed in one of such stages.
3. In combination, a pump unit comprising, a
plurality of impeller stages each having an input
opening and a discharge opening, said stages be
ing stacked for operation in series with each
stage feeding directly into the next higher stage
in the series; a discharge passage leading from
an early stage of said pump unit; a discharge pas
sage leading from a subsequent stage of Said

25

30

35

40

casing having a discharge opening exposed to the
discharge from said impeller over a portion of said
peripheral path; and a substantially independent
discharge path exposed to the discharge from Said
impeller over another portion of said peripheral
path, and adapted for connection to a succeeding
stage of such pump.
9. A. pump system for a well, comprising a

pump unit having a plurality of stages stacked

50

stage having a passage connecting with a corre

a suction line connected to the input of said pump
unit; an injector assembly in said Suction line
and including a venturi and a nozzle; a pressure
line connecting said nozzle to said pump unit at
a point of high discharge pressure; and a dis
charge connection from said pump unit at a pres
sure value lower than that to said nozzle by an
amount sufficient to maintain said injector assem

bly operative at the lowest normal level of water

in said well.
55

stage of said series; and valve means COOperat
ing with said terminal stage spout to limit the

minimum pressure of flow therethrough.

8. A pump stage for a multi-stage pump com

prising, a casing; a rotatable impeller within said
casing adapted for discharge at all points along
the peripheral path defined by its Outer edge; said

for operation in series, with each stage feeding
directly into the succeeding stage in the series;

rality of impeller stages arranged in series, each .
sponding passage in each of the other stages to
form a by-pass around said stages from the ter
minal stage of said series; a discharge spout ex
tending from the terminal stage of said series;
a separate spout extending from an intermediate

connected in said suction line, with said nozzle
means cooperating with said terminal stage spout
and said intermediate stage spout to enable dis
tribution of liquid through said spouts at widely
different pressures.
7. A pump stage assembly comprising, a cas
ing having a discharge spout extending there
from at one location and a discharge opening at
another location in said casing, a rotatable im
peller within said casing, and a plurality of dis
charge channels distributed about said rotatable
impeller, certain of said discharge channels lead
ing to said discharge spout while others of said
discharge channels lead to said discharge open

in communication with said by-pass; and valve

ing.

pump unit; a by-pass passage directed down

wardly from a stage of high pressure in Said
series, an injector assembly including a venturi
and a nozzle, means connecting said injector
assembly to the input opening of the initial stage
in said series, and means connecting said nozzle
to said by-pass passage.
4. A pump unit assembly comprising, a plu

of said series, a separate spout extending from an
intermediate stage of said series; a suction line

5. A pump unit assembly comprising, a plurality
of impeller stages arranged in Series, each stage
having a passage connecting with a corresponding
passage in each of the other stages to form a
by-pass around said stages from the terminal
stage of said series; a discharge spout extending
from the terminal stage of said series, said by
pass and discharge spout being connected with

60

spouts at widely different pressures without di

75

10. A pump system for a well, comprising a
pump unit having a plurality of stages stacked
for operation in series, with each stage feeding
directly into the succeeding stage in the series;

a suction line connected to an early stage of
said pump unit; an injector assembly in said
suction line and including a venturi and a nozzle;
a pressure line connecting said nozzle to a stage
of said pump unit of relatively high discharge
pressure; and a discharge connection from a dif

ferent stage of said pump unit of a pressure value
65
lower than that to said nozzle by an amount suf
ficient to maintain said injector assembly opera
? at the lowest normal level of water in said.
WEI.
the output of said terminal stage; a separate spout
11. A pumping System for deep-well pumping,
extending from an intermediate stage of said 70 in combination; a low-pressure pump having an
series; and a valve controlling the discharge from
intake and a discharge; a pump line connected
both said terminal stage spout and said inter
to said intake and having a foot valve in com
mediate stage spoutindependently of said by-pass,
munication with a source of water, and a jet.
to enable distribution of liquid through said
installed in said pump line; a high-pressure pump

having an intake and a discharge; a low-pressure

2,424,285
discharge chamber in communication with the
discharge of said low-pressure pump and hav
ing an Outlet and having communication with
the intake of said high-pressure pump; a booster
line connecting the discharge of said high-pres
sure pump to said jet for delivering all of the
water pumped by said high-pressure pump to said
jet for maximum efficiency and lift of water from
Said Source.
12. A pump system comprising, a pump as
sembly including a plurality of stages adjacently
disposed on a common shaft and feeding One into
the other in series, and having an input open
ing at One stage and a discharge outlet at a stage
of higher pressure; a suction line leading to said
input Opening; an injector assembly including a

nozzle and a venturi, connected in said suction

line; means for delivering to said discharge Outlet,
fluid at one pressure; and means for delivering
fluid to said nozzle at a pressure in excess of that
at said discharge Outlet.

13. A pump system for a well, comprising a
for operation in series, with each stage feeding
into the succeeding stage in the series; a suction

pump unit having a plurality of stages stacked

O

pump component and both said discharge spout
and discharge connection providing substantially

independent paths of flow for the liquid output
of said rotatable pump component, one of said
paths leading to said discharge spout while an
other of said paths leads to the aforementioned
discharge connection to the subsequent stage.
17. A pump system comprising a pump unit; a
pressure chamber associated with said unit to
O which said pump unit delivers; said pump unit
being capable of developing a desired pressure in
said chamber during operation of said pump unit;
a discharge connection from a location in said
pump unit where pressure developed during op
15 eration of Said pump unit is materially different
from that developed in said chamber; said system
having communication passage between said pres
sure chamber and said discharge connection
whereby during quiescent periods of said pump
20 unit, equalization of pressure will occur in at least
that portion of said system involving said pressure
chamber and said discharge connection; an auto
matic pressure Switch; and means connecting said
Switch in pressure responsive relationship to that
25 portion of said pump system in which such pres
sure equalization occurs during quiescent periods

line Connected to the input of Said pump unit;
an injector assembly in said suction line and in
of said pump unit, whereby to determine operat
cluding a venturi and a nozzle; a pressure line
ing periods of Said pump unit.
connecting said nozzle to said pump unit at a
18. A pump System comprising a pump unit
point of high discharge pressure; and a discharge 30 having
a plurality of stages and a driving motor
connection from said pump unit with a pressure
therefor; a pressure system connected to one of
value lower than that to said nozzle by an amount
said stages, said pressure system including a pres
sufficient to maintain said injector assembly op
sure tank to which said pump unit delivers; a

erative at the lowest normal level of water in

said well.

35

separate controllable discharge connection from
One of Said stages other than that stage to which
said pressure system is connected; said system
having communication passage between said pres
sure tank and said discharge connection where

14. A pump unit comprising a plurality of stages
each having an input opening and a discharge
opening, said stages being arranged for operation
in Series, a discharge passage leading from the
by during quiescent periods of said pump unit,
last stage of Said pump unit, a discharge pas 40 equalization of pressure will occur in at least that
Sage leading from an intermediate stage of Said
portion of said system involving said pressure
pump unit, a by-pass passage directed downward
chamber
and said discharge connection; an auto
ly from a stage in said series, above said inter
natic
pressure
switch; and means connecting said
mediate stage, and valve means in at least one of
Switch
in
pressure
responsive relationship to that
said discharge passages for limiting the minimum 45 portion of said pump
system in which such pres
pressure of flow therethrough.
Sure
equalization
occurs
during quiescent periods
15. A pump unit comprising a plurality of stages of Said pump unit, whereby
to determine operat
connected for Operation in series, each of said ing periods of said pump unit.

stages involving a rotatable pump component;
a discharge spout connected with one of the pre
liminary stages of said series, such preliminary

stage having a discharge connection to a subse
quent stage in the series; and means within said

50
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